Visiting the Swedish national 7T facility

Visiting address (google maps):
The national 7T facility
Skånes Universitetssjukhus Lund
Klinikgatan 13B
222 42 Lund

At the entrance, there is a door bell. If you have a phone number to a contact person you can also call them and ask them to let you in.

Transportation:
The hospital is within walking distance to the city center and train station (10-15 minutes).

Taxi: Give them the visiting address, which they can find in a navigation system.

Car: It is not recommended to drive to the hospital, especially now as the tram is under construction. If you drive, park in the parking garage Ovalen (marked below). There are few parking spaces around the hospital. Parking rules are strictly enforced and you are likely to get fined if you park outside the allowed spaces or don’t pay the parking fee.

Bus: Buses run frequently from the city center and main station. Use the Skanetrafiken app or http://skanetrafiken.se for finding the best route and buy a ticket. The stop is “Lund Univ-sjukhuset”. The stops can be moved due to the construction.

Train: Trains run directly from Copenhagen Central station via the Copenhagen airport every 20 minutes. Pay the ticket for Oresundstågen in a vending machine or in the Skanetrafiken app before entering the train. You can’t buy tickets on the train.

Do not board the SJ trains unless you have bought that ticket, they are different companies.